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How dark is that spot? François Kupo
This month’s cover depicts the latest stunning results from the Hubble Space 

Telescope. This time, the results could be considered an encore presentation. For ten 
days just this past October, as it did in 1995, the Hubble pointed its mirror and all of 
its instruments at a tiny spot in the sky, this time in the southern constellation of 
Tucana near the southern celestial pole.

The full photograph is larger than the detail printed on the cover, and it staggers 
the mind to know that the size of sky it represents is only the size of a grain of sand 
held at arm’s length. The press release of the image estimates that it would take the 
Hubble 900,000 years to photograph the rest of the sky  at the same level of detail. 
Clearly, the immensity of the universe is unimaginable; just considering that there are 
thousands of entire galaxies in each “grain” of sty  taxes one’s mind.

So the next time you look up into the sty, concentrate on a dark empty spot 
between a pair of stars. It isn’t so dark back there after all.

At this year’s Annual Dinner Meeting, Jim Scotti gave an engaging presentation 
about searching the heavens for possible impact hazards from wayward comets and 
asteroids. He gave us an inside look at the Spacewatch project at the University of 
Arizona’s Lunar and Planetary Laboratory. One of Jim’s first assignments had been to 
write a computer program to automate the discovery of such objects using images 
photographed through the Spacewatch telescope. Since I’m a computer programmer, I 
had looked over at my wife at that point and whispered, “Now that would be a work 
assignment I’d have died for.”

Hardware, software and telescopic equipment improvements over the years have 
enabled Spacewatch to dramatically increase its success at detecting near-Earth 
objects. Jim also covered the most famous (at least, the most media-hyped) discovery, 
asteroid “1997 XF11.” He described how error ellipses were calculated using 
previously made observations of the object that eventually ruled out the possibility of 
that nasty piece of solar system real estate actually striking the Earth. Numerous 
observations are necessary to continually refine such calculations; Jim noted that films 
depicting astronomers peering through telescopes, making a hasty calculation and then 
running out of the observatory for fear of being hit are quite far from the truth.

Jim also sprinkled the presentation with slides of his own beautiful and expressive 
paintings he has created over the years. I have since discovered that we can all view 
many of his oil paintings, digital paintings and pen and ink artwork on his website (if 
you have internet access, take a look at http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/ 
~jscotti/art.html).

A Deep Impact at the ADM François Kupo
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Preceding Jim’s presentation, Ottawa Centre President Brian McCullough chaired 
the annual business meeting portion of the evening with his usual good humour and 
wit. Elections were held for Ottawa Centre Councilor positions as well as for a pair of 
National Council Representative positions. Congratulations go out to Attilla Danko 
who received the AstroNotes Article o f the Year award for his enjoyable narrative 
“Star Gaze ’98: A Tale of Doubt, Crowds, Sky and Atmosphere” in the October issue. 
Congratulations also go out to Pierre Martin who received the Observer o f the Year 
award for his meticulous observations during 1998.

Tremendous thanks and appreciation go out to Gary and RoseAnne Mussar for 
organizing another successful (and their last) ADM event! Their dedication and 
expertise will be sorely missed.

Mailbag
We present the following four emails fo r your reading pleasure. The first two involve 
correspondence between Brian McCullough and Jim Scotti, this year’s Annual Dinner 
Meeting guest speaker. The third email relates some thoughts about Dr. Fred Lossing, 
and the fourth email is o f general interest to our more active skywatching members.

To: Jim Scotti ( jscotti@lpl.Arizona.edu )

Jim:

I hope your return flight went well, and that your family has forgiven us for snatching 
you away for a few days.

From my perspective your visit to Ottawa was a smashing success. Your talks to the 
Geological Survey, the Ottawa-Carleton Geosciences crowd, and of course the RASC 
meeting went extremely well, and I was fortunate to be able to listen to all three 
presentations. Each one was slightly different (as you juggled slides on the fly), so I 
was able to pick up on a lot of interesting details.

From all of us at the Ottawa Centre, thank you again for gracing our Annual Dinner 
Meeting with your company, and for such an interesting (and timely) presentation. I 
just hope that when you discover the next “Big One,” we’ll have plenty of notice!

Clear skies,

Brian McCullough,
President, Ottawa Centre, RASC
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To: B rian McCullough

Hi Brian,

I should have responded the other day. I returned safely home (and to an awaiting 300 
e-mails!). I think my trip to Ottawa went extremely well, thanks to the Meiers as well 
as to your excellent "taxi service.” I really enjoyed my stay there. My talks went as 
well as I could have planned and I got to meet a lot of wonderful people there, not to 
mention seeing a new comet, an aurora, the Apollo 7 spacecraft and many wonderful 
observatories.

Now, if I can only stop saying eh, eh?

Jim Scotti
Lunar & Planetary Laboratory, University o f Arizona, Tucson

PS: Did it clear up for you on Tuesday morning? I had a great sky here and estimated 
rates of about 60 [Leonids] per hour over the last few hours of the night from my 
backyard. I took some pictures that will hopefully turn out, though they’ll have to wait 
to be developed until after my upcoming observing run.

Some Words about Fred Lossing

I’ve been an RASC member since 1969, first in Toronto and then in Ottawa in 1980.1 
continued my connection with the Ottawa Centre when I moved to California in 1987. 
The last time I was in Ottawa, I spoke at a club meeting in 1993.

I just received the November issue of AstroNotes today. I wish I had been able to 
attend the dedication ceremony of F.L.O. I’ve spent many a cold night with that scope.

I was sad to hear of Fred’s passing. I meant to add my thoughts of him as well.

While living in Toronto, I first contacted Fred in 1972. As a teenager, I was 
attempting to build a drive corrector of his design for my scope (of course so I could do 
astrophotography). His letter in response was so encouraging, and it was one of the 
first times that an “older” person didn’t put us younger RASC members down for 
trying to build things. He made me feel that I was really part of the club and he took 
what I was doing seriously. I finally met Fred at the 1973 General Assembly in Ottawa 
and got to thank him personally. He was always so friendly and helpful and genuinely 
wanted to help everyone succeed at astronomy. When I moved to Ottawa in 1980, I got 
to see Fred’s effect on the club on a regular basis.

The Ottawa Centre has been lucky having the likes of Fred and Peter Millman. I hope 
that the current membership picks up the torch and mentors the next generation of 
astronomy enthusiasts like Fred did. His smile will be missed.

Paul Mortfield 
Stanford SOLAR Center
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A Request for “Nearby Star Observers”

Please allow me to introduce our group. Nearby Star Observers (NBSO) is a new 
special interest organization that is dedicated to the sharing of data and information 
about the closest stars to our Sun. Our primary study range is 20 parsecs and includes 
approximately 1300 stars.

We are trying to reach all who love to view and study the nearby stars: amateurs and 
professionals, astronomers and physicists. This is a wide open area of interest as very 
few have chosen to study it. Internet access and even modest telescope equipment will 
allow you to participate in this research. We believe this is a great topic for which to 
develop life-long enthusiasm and passion!

We especially encourage amateur astronomers to join us. Please check out our website 
at h t t p : / / www.nbso.o rg .

Gerald Blackwell - Director 
Federal Way, WA 
Email: gcb@ nbso.org

The Underground Observatory Mike James
In early June my job required a colleague and I to go on a brief inspection tour of 

particle accelerators in Sudbury, Thunder Bay, and Toronto. Sudbury has the 
distinction of housing an underground astronomical observatory named the Sudbury 
Neutrino Observatory (SNO). This observatory, situated at the Inco Creighton nickel 
mine, uses a neutron generator (a type of particle accelerator) and is 6800 feet 
underground.

Once we arrived at SNO, we reported to the site office and where we were met by 
the manager, Dr. Duncan Hepburn. He was nattily dressed in coveralls, steel-toed 
rubber boots and a hard hat. We then got ourselves similarly dressed (although we 
didn’t look as natty in visitors’ gear) and he took us over to the nickel mine’s entrance. 
There we picked up miner’s lamps (which can indeed be placed on the hard hats 
although we never saw anyone wearing them this way) and took the 8 o’clock cage 
down.

Our cage was crowded with miners and SNO personnel. The cage usually holds 
four rows of people packed shoulder to shoulder and face to face. On the way down, 
there was a lot of joking going on, and there were several stops at various levels before 
we reached the 6800-foot level.

After exiting the cage we walked through a tunnel for a distance of just over a 
kilometre. The tunnel’s ceiling was approximately ten feet high and the walls were 
just a tad wider than that. The walls and ceiling were covered with heavy mesh and, in 
some places, “shotcrete,” which is concrete that was applied by spraying. There was a 
narrow rail track on the floor which was covered with a few inches of dust and 
occasionally mud. Our walk led us past a reinforced self-sufficient room (for use in
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case of emergencies such as fire or cave-ins), privies, abandoned and blocked tunnels, 
and, in one place, some materials which Dr. Hepburn said was actual nickel ore. As 
we continued, the air drafts from the ventilation system would occasionally turn into 
quite a strong wind.

The actual observatory itself is hermetically sealed off from the rest of the mine; 
SNO is maintained as a “Class 10 000” clean room. This meant that we had to hang 
up our visitors’ mining clothes and take showers (paying particular attention to 
washing our hair as we were told that hair was usually a prime source of 
contaminants). We then dressed up with special socks, coveralls, hair cover and boots 
that were supplied by the observatory. En route to the neutron generator we passed 
through a cubicle which piped in jets of rushing air over our clothes and then 
vacuumed up any dust which was blown off.

Our inspection of the neutron generator was complete in a couple of hours, giving 
us time for a tour of SNO before taking the upcoming noon-time cage to the surface.

The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory, as its name implies, is intended to detect 
neutrinos from astronomical sources (our main source being the Sun). Neutrinos are 
particles resulting from many types of nuclear reactions including the reactions which 
produce energy in the Sun and other stars. Their existence was predicted in 1930 and 
detected in 1956. Although extremely common (there are about 100 billion of them 
passing through you each second, and I bet you never even noticed!), they are 
incredibly difficult to detect. There have been several neutrino observatories built 
which have resulted in observations which disagree with the theories derived from 
detailed models of the interiors of stars. Typically these observatories detect only about 
one neutrino per day, so meaningful observations take a long time. Using one 
thousand tonnes of heavy water1 as its underground detection medium, SNO is 
expected to detect approximately one neutrino per hour. The reason the detector is 
6800 feet underground is to prevent stray cosmic rays (muons) from affecting the 
observations.

The use of heavy water as a detector is unique to SNO. Detectors elsewhere in the 
world use regular “light” water, dry-cleaning fluid, boron, or gallium. Heavy water is 
more readily available in Canada than elsewhere because it is used by our CANDU 
reactor industry; indeed, SNO’s supply of heavy water, worth over $300 million, is on 
loan from the AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited).

The heavy water is in a spherical container made of clear plastic. Outside the 
plastic, 9500 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) detect flashes of light caused by the

1 A regular water molecule consists of two hydrogen atoms, an oxygen atom and orbiting 
electrons. A “heavy water” molecule has two deuterium atoms instead of the hydrogen atoms. A 
deuterium atom’s nucleus consists of a proton and a neutron, as opposed to hydrogen’s single 
proton. It is this extra neutron makes the atom “heavier” — in fact, heavy water is 10% heavier 
than regular water.
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reactions of incoming neutrinos interacting with the heavy water. Knowing which 
PMTs detect the flashes enables the approximate direction of the neutrino to be 
calculated. The neutrino’s energy can also be measured.

Besides being deeply underground, the entire assembly is shielded by an 
additional seven thousand tonnes of ordinary water. Extraordinary care is taken to 
avoid contamination of both the ordinary water and the heavy water by thorium, 
uranium, radium and radon. The target impurity level is a maximum of one part in 
1014. This is also the reason that the whole laboratory operates under “clean room” 
conditions.

During our visit the electronics facilities were being debugged and there was no 
heavy water in the cavity. A problem being worked on was that some PMTs were 
occasionally sparking, thus making their own light flashes which were being picked up 
by other PMTs. Apparently the number of faulty PMTs was less than 2% of the total; 
the observatory could conceivably operate without them.

It is expected that data from SNO will yield a better understanding of the reactions 
inside the Sun and, with luck, aid in the detection and understanding of supernovae. 
Observations to date have given results which do not agree with the theory of how the 
Sun works — either the observations are wrong or the theory is wrong, or else 
neutrinos don’t act the way we think they should!

For further information on SNO, there is a series of articles in the March 1992 
and January 1996 issues of Physics in Canada, and in the July 1996 issue of Physics 
Today. In french, the Quebec newsmagazine l'Actualite's September 15th, 1998 issue 
contains the article “La trappe neutrinos.”

A Reliable Flurry of Meteors Pierre Martin

The Geminids are Coming
Keep those reclining chairs and sleeping bags handy. For those of you who missed 

last month’s Leonids outburst, there will be a final chance to see a rich meteor shower 
before the end of 1998. In fact, after this one, there will not be any major showers 
visible under ideal conditions until the late spring or summer of 1999.

The December Geminids are active for several days, reaching their highest 
activity on the night of December 13/14. Prospects are excellent this year as eastern 
North America is the most favoured location to view the Geminids maximum. During 
the shower’s peak, observers can expect to see over 60 meteors per hour from dark sky 
locations. In recent years, the Geminids have provided some very good displays, 
sometimes as high as 120 meteors per hour. Many observers consider it the best 
annual meteor shower, providing reliable displays year after year. The Geminids are 
noted for both quality and quantity of meteors. At 35 km/sec, their incoming speed is 
much slower than the speedy Leonids, but they can still produce several bright and
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colourful meteors. Even observers from light-polluted suburban locations can enjoy 
some of the brighter meteors.

This year the moon will rise at about 3 a.m., but its waning crescent will be dim 
enough to create only minimum interference. Unlike the Leonids, the Geminids are 
visible all night, with the best rates seen around 2 a.m. The meteors themselves will be 
visible in all parts of the sky, but will seem to radiate from a point near the “twins” of 
Gemini, the stars Castor and Pollux. This area will be low in the east in the early 
evening but will gradually rise higher as the night progresses. What makes the 
Geminids rather unusual is their source: an asteroid named Phaethon! Discovered in 
1983, Phaethon is six kilometres in diameter and is in a highly eccentric, Earth
crossing orbit (we’ve heard a lot about these recently!). Most other meteor showers 
have comets as their sources; Phaethon is probably the dead nucleus of an old comet.

When planning your observations, remember to dress extra-warmly for those 
frigid winter nights. You require no optical aid other than your eyes to enjoy the flurry 
of celestial fireworks.

Observing Sessions Planned for December 12th and 13th
There will be observing sessions held on Saturday evening, December 12th and 

Sunday evening, December 13th at Casselman (45 km east of Ottawa, off the 417). 
The area lacks washroom facilities at this time; however, there is a 24-hour doughnut 
shop less than five minutes away. For more details, those interested in attending can 
contact our OG Star Party Coordinator Rock Mallin at 749-7592 (you can email Rock 
at adave@ cyberus.ca) or you can email myself at p .m artin@ cyberus.ca .

A Canadian’s “Ascent into Orbit” Hilderic Browne

Prologue
At the Ottawa Centre’s Annual Dinner Meeting last month, I discovered that 

invited speaker Dr. Jim Scotti and I share a personal friend. As most of you know by 
now, Dr. Scotti works on the University of Arizona’s Spacewatch project. One year 
ago he discovered the object called “1997 XF11” and had published its initial 
approximate orbital elements. After additional observations became available in March 
of this year, an IAU circular was published which suggested that this object would 
make an uncomfortably close passage to Earth thirty years down the road — in fact, 
the possibility of an impact was not ruled out! The media became, shall we say, 
interested and immediately began pestering Dr. Scotti for more details. However, Jim 
was the discoverer of the object and was not involved in calculating its precise orbit, 
and in fact this possible doomsday prediction was news to him as well.
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Jim then telephoned “my good friend Paul Chodas,” as he put it, of JPL’s Solar 
System Dynamics group,2 where part of the mandate is to generate “accurate position 
and velocity histories (ephemerides) for the bodies of the solar system....” If anyone 
could save the world, it was this dedicated group of scientists and mathematicians 
under the direction of Dr. Don Yeomans. Indeed, with little ado or fanfare, Paul 
Chodas showed that XF11’s error ellipse did not intersect Earth in October 2028, nor 
at any foreseeable time before or after. When a pre-discovery image became available 
a short time later, the refined orbit confined the asteroid’s passage to an even tighter 
ellipse and confirmed the accuracy of Paul’s computations.

But who is Dr. Paul Chodas and how did he get to be the man to “deflect” XF11 
from the Earth? It may come as a pleasant surprise to some readers to learn that he is 
Canadian, and that he got his start right here in Ottawa. But the story begins 
considerably earlier than that....

Main Engine Start
Long ago (well, in the early 1960s) and far away (though in this Galaxy), it was 

the annual custom of the London, Ontario Board of Education to “stream” about sixty 
selected students entering Grade 5 into a special programme offering additional 
challenges beyond those of the normal curriculum. Two classrooms of such students, 
drawn from all over the city, convened in a single school; I was in one of them and 
Paul was in the other. I didn’t know much about Paul in those days except that he was 
reputed to be “crazy” about space. Every year it seemed that he won a prize at the 
Science Fair, and his project was always about some aspect of astronomy. I recall one 
of his projects being a home-made globe showing Martian geography (which surpassed 
my entry of a working Van de Graaf generator).

Grade 9 came and we dispersed to our home districts. I didn’t lose sight of Paul 
since he was in the same school and class as my best friend was. I heard, for instance, 
that he had an 80mm refractor on an equatorial mount — I figured it surely 
outperformed my second-hand 3” alt-azimuth Newtonian. He was a student member of 
the RASC’s London Centre for a couple of years around this time.

Halfway through high school an opportunity arose that may have changed my life, 
or at least my career. It probably would have changed Paul’s too, had his single- 
minded pursuit of space not already pointed him in that direction. A few students from 
across the city — the two of us among them — were given permission to use an IBM 
1130 minicomputer at a university on Friday nights. This was, of course, long before 
the invention of the microprocessor and the resultant proliferation of personal 
computers. There were no commercial computer games, word processors or Internet 
back then either; to get anything at all out of this IBM mini, we had to program it 
ourselves, largely independently of formal instruction. We learned to write computer

2 JPL’s Solar System Dynamics group website: http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov
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code, we became proficient, we got bored, we went on to more advanced code — and I 
got to know Paul a whole lot better.

During our university days, Paul went to University of Waterloo while I stayed in 
London at UWO. Both of us were in Mathematics although I eventually took the easy 
way out and transferred into Computer Science [I heard that! -Ed]. We kept in contact 
every time Paul came home for a weekend. Two years later, while working on a project 
for the aforementioned and by now rather antiquated IBM 1130, I enlisted his help. 
Design reviews and discussions occurred whenever we got together: in London, in 
Waterloo, and sometimes in Montreal when Paul went there for his work terms. I 
remember numerous hotly contested ping-pong games in his residence basement at 2 
a.m. Paul almost always won those as well as many of our technical arguments.

It was also around this time that we made, or tried to make, our first joint 
astronomical observation. In the autumn of 1973, the buzz was that the newly 
discovered Comet Kohoutek would “produce an awesome spectacle for all humanity,” 
as the New York Times had proclaimed that year. On a bitter December evening Paul 
and I strained to glimpse it in the western sky from a hilltop in north London. No joy, 
although he claims a photograph he took that evening does show it!

After graduation I moved to Ottawa to work for a small aerospace firm that had 
won a government contract to perform the “CTS attitude acquisition sequence.” CTS 
was the Communications Technology Satellite, a joint Canadian-American mission 
later renamed “Hermes,” and it was an important proof-of-concept mission in several 
ways: it was the first to use three-axis stabilization and the first to do direct-to-home 
broadcasting. NASA was to launch and place it into the proper geostationary orbit and 
then turn it over to the firm for operations. Before normal operations were to start, the 
tasks of de-spinning it, deploying its solar arrays, nudging it into the proper 
orientation, and switching on the onboard controllers had to be performed. 
Furthermore, this complex two-day sequence of maneuvers was to be controlled from 
the ground as there was no computer on board the spacecraft.

My job at SED Systems (shared with Brad, another friend from London I had 
convinced to join us) was to take a control system that engineers had designed and 
implement it in a Hewlett-Packard 2100 minicomputer. At some point in the project, 
my boss asked me if I knew any others worth recruiting, and I thought immediately of 
Paul. Not only did he jump at the opportunity to work “in space” — albeit vicariously 
— but he accepted my offer to share an apartment (my previous roommate having 
inexplicably tired of my company).

Paul mastered the intricacies of the minicomputer and its rudimentary systems in 
weeks, and shortly thereafter added a real-time status display showing all the critical 
rates, angles, and parameters that the ground controllers needed to monitor. That fall 
the SED team went into training, not only tuning our control system but also learning 
to overcome the obstacles that a balky spacecraft might throw at its masters. Our 
“satellite,” for training purposes, was a large Xerox Sigma 9 computer tended by
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another team of SED programmers. Normally used for timesharing, it was now 
dedicated to simulating the real satellite’s dynamics.

When the satellite was launched on January 16th, 1976, the tension in the 
Operations Control Room at the Communications Research Centre outside Ottawa was 
palpable, even though we were all simply spectators until the satellite was “on orbit.” 
Two days later it was white-knuckle time again as we waited to find out if the apogee 
motor had fired properly. Another twelve days went by before handover occurred and 
“Attitude Acquisition” could begin. I’ve since lost the list assigning personnel to shifts 
a long time ago, but as I remember it, Paul was there, either on duty or simply looking 
on, whenever there was a scheduled “event” involving the bird. In fact, he didn’t come 
home for several days, bunking down in a sleeping bag in a trailer outside the control 
centre! Our system worked admirably, though we had one big scare with the 
spacecraft: dining deployment of the two 7-metre long solar arrays, telemetry indicated 
that the support arms for one of them had failed to lock (shades of Mars Global 
Surveyor). Fortunately it proved to be a defective sensor and the satellite went on to be 
an all-around success. Paul even became an actual user of the bird later in the year, 
taking a course here at Carleton University but taught “live” via the satellite by the 
legendary Donald Knuth at Stanford.

The conclusion o f this article Mill appear in the January issue o f AstroNotes.

Ottawa Centre Scrapbook Brian McCullough
When I stepped into the role of president nearly two months ago, I was very 

surprised to learn that the Ottawa Centre did not have an “official scrapbook.” This 
should not have come as a surprise, since I had nearly a full year as vice-president to 
find out about stuff like scrapbooks.

Anyway, the long and short of it is that we now have a place to archive news of 
our members and of the Centre’s goings-on. And, just as importantly, we also have an 
interested member to keep the scrapbook for us.

I meant to introduce Jeannine Pelletier at the Annual Dinner Meeting, but 
inadvertently failed to do so. This was a real pity since she had gone to the trouble of 
putting together a pilot scrapbook containing interesting Centre documents dating 
back to 1914. I plan to introduce her at the December Observers Group meeting so that 
we can get this scrapbook properly launched.

If you have photos, articles, news clippings — you name it — featuring the 
Ottawa Centre and its members, please consider passing them to Jeannine for 
inclusion in the scrapbook where they can be enjoyed by as many of us as possible. 
Original documents are preferred, but good-quality copies certainly would be fine. For 
now, I would ask that you bring materials to the OG meetings for Jeannine to collect.
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Al Seaman1998 Observatory Committee Report
This is my first Animal Report since being appointed Chairman of the 

Observatory Committee a year ago. At that time the Committee was left with one 
member, Robin Molson. My thanks to Robin for keeping things operational up until 
then, and for providing me with assorted files that have helped my understanding of 
details of the Observatory and its equipment. A first step was to establish an email 
distribution list including all Observatory key holders with email access, and any other 
Centre members with an interest in the Observatory. This served as a means of rapidly 
disseminating information on the status of the site and about planned activities, 
including calls for help to form work parties.

In the spring the email network was also a vehicle for extensive discussion of 
things that needed to be done in terms of site repairs and upgrades. The group 
functioned as an electronic “committee of the whole,” so to speak. Although some 
work still has to be done on consolidating and prioritizing the results of this 
discussion, we now have the essentials of a development plan that will take years to 
implement. In the immediate future, as we identify some individuals who would like to 
help guide the implementation process, I hope to establish a real Observatory 
Committee with more than one member!

Some statistics on operations for the period of November 1st, 1997 to October 
31st, 1998 include the following:

1. The current number of registered fee-paying key holders is 30. This is up 
substantially from the end of the last key holder year (March 31, 1998) when 
we had 22.

2. The number of visits to the site for observing totaled 234 compared to around 
200 or less in some previous well-attended years. This only represents those 
who actually signed the log book; many other Centre members without keys 
also use the site to set up their own equipment, and some members with keys 
do not always register in the log book. The total visits yield an average of 19.5 
per month although the range varied from 4 in January (the month of the 
infamous ice storm) to 34 in May, the busiest month. 3

3. Maintenance visits to the site totaled 95. These included a variety of minor 
work and some major tasks carried out by volunteer work parties; tasks 
included tree trimming, a general site cleanup, foundation repairs and 
drainage improvements.
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4. There were also a number of group events that brought additional visitors to 
the site. There were observations scheduled at the end of astronomy courses. 
There was one course run by a Centre member and two courses run by the Mill 
of Kintail. There were also camp-outs at the neighbouring campsite, where one 
was sponsored by the Mill of Kintail and one by a local Cub group. The latter 
events were particularly interesting as there were lots of exclamations of 
“Wow!” and “Cool!” ringing out into the night.

In the past year, the Centre was fortunate to receive a donation of a Celestron 14” 
SCT. The 20-year-old instrument is in very good condition and will be an asset to the 
Observatory. Some minor repairs to the scope have been completed, including repairs 
to the focusser mechanism, the star diagonal, and the drive corrector cable. It is 
currently stored on site; however, we do need to house it in a permanent observatory 
structure so that it is available for use by key holders. In the meantime, it has been 
used quite effectively at several club events: two public star nights and the Centre 
picnic.

The January ice storm closed the access road with bent and broken trees, damaged 
one of the two unused radio telescope antennae, and cut the power for a week. The 
road was cleared of trees shortly after but the build-up of snow and ice on the road had 
made it impassable for cars until early March. The damaged antenna was recently 
dismantled, and the bent rib components have been stacked up on the ground at the 
antenna base. Some decision needs to be made in the near future as to reactivating the 
radio astronomy program and rebuilding the antennae, or canceling the program and 
removing all antenna structures.

In the spring, the Centre Council authorized a budget of $1500 for needed repairs 
and upgrades to the Observatory and its equipment. This budget is being applied to 
materials and, supplemented with volunteer labour, will make a significant start on the 
list of needed upgrades. We have since spent about $575 and more will be spent in the 
near future.

A major Ottawa Centre event was the re-dedication of the site on October 24th as 
the Fred P. Lossing Observatory in honour of one of our pioneer members who was 
most responsible for building the 16” telescope and establishing the Observatory. It 
was a beautiful, warm and sunny autumn day and there was an excellent turn-out. We 
heard some interesting recollections about Fred and the early days of the Ottawa 
Centre. Out of the forty to fifty people who attended, 33 people signed the log.

There have been a quite a variety of repair and upgrade tasks undertaken over the 
year. Some major tasks included the trimming back (with Mississippi Valley 
Conservation permission) of some of the tree growth that was beginning to obscure the 
horizon, repainting the buildings, a clean-up of accumulated junk, re-leveling the 
slide-off roof rails, repairing the cracked observatory walls, installing buried drainage 
tile around the observatory, and re-grading the observatory mound to ensure good 
drainage to prevent further foundation settling. Smaller jobs included getting the
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NGC-MAX unit re-installed and operational, continuing repairs to the telescope 
control box and cable, proper installation of the club house heater, replacement of 
loose roof nails, pass cutting, road side brush trimming and snow and ice removal. 
My thanks to all who contributed to this work. Without this help, running a facility 
like F.L.O. would be impossible.

After twenty years of trouble free operation at our site, which we lease from 
Mississippi Valley Conservation, we have had two incidents of vandalism. In early 
November of 1997 someone broke the lock on the observatory door. Nothing was 
damaged (other than the lock), and nothing was stolen. More recently, on this past 
November 8th, two teenage boys were interrupted by a visiting club member just after 
they had broken into the club house. In this case, the loss includes replacement of the 
broken door, stolen fire extinguishers and the donation jar that had contained 
approximately $10. Unfortunately, we are going to have to divert some of our time, 
energy and money from pursuing astronomy to establishing physical security.

In total, it has been an active and productive year at F.L.O. Thanks go out to all 
the members who volunteered their time to get the various work projects done, and to 
the Ottawa Centre Council for providing funding for materials. We have been able to 
catch up with some of the problems that had been accumulating. This process will 
continue next year, and I expect use of the site by Centre members will also continue 
to grow.

F.L.O. Updates Al Seaman

Thursday, November 19th, 1998
Since the recent F.L.O. break-in on November 8th, we have discovered evidence 

of a second attempt a week later on November 15th. To that end, with Rob Relyea's 
help, we installed a new steel clad door on November 18th to replace the broken door 
on the clubhouse. The new door has a deadbolt lock with the original cylinder, so our 
existing keys will still open it. Rick Poulin has been doing some research on alarm 
systems that will provide a loud local alarm. While a system that delivers an alarm to a 
central alarm service would be preferable, the cost of such a service is probably more 
than we are able to spend.

The drainage improvement work continued last Saturday, November 14th with the 
help of Dan Guest and Rob Relyea. We finished re-grading the top of the mound 
around the observatory so that there is a gentle slope away from the walls on all sides. 
We also got a start on re-laying the sidewalk.

Still to be completed is distribution of a load of fill along the west side of the 
mound to provide a ramped walkway from the club house to the observatory. I plan to 
get this done over the next few days, with the help of a front end loader, by the 
contractor who does our snow clearance.
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Notes of Interest
Thank You, M aria Neil

We would like to express our gratitude to Ottawa Centre member Maria Neil for 
her tenacity in attempting to contact members about a recent break-in at the Centre’s 
Fred P. Lossing Observatory. Arriving at F.L.O. late one Sunday afternoon in 
November, she surprised a pair of teen-agers who had just broken into the main 
clubhouse. They immediately fled the area; Maria then proceeded to contact other 
Centre members. The first people she had tried to contact were not at home, but she 
never gave up and finally succeeded in talking to a live person, and thus initial repairs 
were made the same night by Al Seaman.

Answers to last issue’s magnitude problems
Last month’s AstroNotes article entitled Working With Magnitudes ended with 

three little problems for you to work out. Here are the solutions:

1. How many full Moons (-12.6) are needed to equal the brightness of the Sun 
(-26.7)?

B = 2.512Δm
= 2.512 (-12.6- (-26.7))
= 2.512 141 
= 436 794

The numbers representing the magnitudes don’t sound too different, do they? But 
it would take nearly half a million full Moons to bathe us with the same amount of 
light as that provided by the Sun.

2. What is the difference in brightness between the most massive supergiant of 
absolute magnitude -8.5 and a very dim red dwarf of absolute magnitude of 
+17?

B = 2.512 Δm
= 2.512 (17- (-8.5))
= 2.512 25.5 
= 15 867 214 550

It would take nearly 16 billion red dwarfs to put out as much visible light as a very 
bright supergiant!
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3. A supergiant of absolute magnitude -8  explodes as a supernova. Its light is 
observed to increase by a factor of 400,000. What is its peak absolute 
magnitude?

Δm = 2.5 log (B)
= 2.5 log (400,000)
= 2.5 (5.6)
= 14 magnitudes brighter

Peak visual brightness is therefore -22 magnitude —  about the total light output
of a galaxy!

Astro Ad
For Sale — Atlas of Finest NGC Objects. Covers 110 FNGC Objects and over 130 
other NGC objects on 107 charts. Charts are 3 x 4 degrees with limiting magnitude of 
12.4. Info on objects is summarized at the bottom of each page. Includes 26-page, 
mag. 7.3 Star Atlas. 145 pages. M essier Atlas. Covers all Messier objects. Same 
format as FNGC Atlas. 140 pages. Both atlases available in Correct Image and Mirror 
E/W formats. Price $20.00 each or two for $35.00. Please call Harry Adams at 
(613) 584-4804 or email to adam s@i n t r a n e t .ca.

** Atlases available at OG meetings **

October OG Meeting Peter Williams
Gary Boyle, the Observers Group (OG) Chair, started the meeting by welcoming 

both existing members and newcomers. He announced that the Museum’s 15” 
telescope would be open after the meeting. He spoke of a report which stated that a 
burst of gamma radiation had hit the Earth’s atmosphere on August 26th. The five 
minute burst from a completely new source had the same source energy equivalent to 
300 years of continuous output from our Sun. Our own Sun’s activity is increasing and 
producing many more large solar flares giving way to increased auroral activity and 
interference with radio communications. Gary mentioned that the Centre picnic at the 
M eiers had been a great success. Gary also asked for nominations for the “Observer of 
the Year” award. Observers Group nominations were accepted by Gary for the coming 
year. A new position of “Star Party Coordinator” was proposed and Rock M allin was 
nominated for this post. Gary then introduced the first of the evening’s speakers.

Paul Comision, the OG Solar Coordinator, discussed an article printed in the 
December 1997 issue of American Scientist entitled “The Discovery of Brown 
Dwarfs.” Brown dwarfs, also known as “failed stars,” have masses below 80 times the 
mass of Jupiter, and thus thermonuclear fusion of hydrogen cannot be sustained. These 
objects are small and dim at interstellar distances, and thus none had been detected
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before 1995. Further improvements in detection techniques have now allowed us to 
detect lithium in distant objects, an element thought to exist in brown dwarfs which is 
otherwise destroyed in normal hydrogen-fusing stars. Two such sources have been 
found and it is believed many more exist. Paul displayed a chart which compared the 
relative sizes and temperatures of our Sun, a red dwarf, various brown dwarfs and 
Jupiter. Paul concluded by informing us that we are now seeing the start of new fields 
of research which will investigate red and brown dwarfs and extra-solar planetary 
systems.

Continuing with a report on this month’s solar activity, Paul recounted how he 
had received a call from Brian McCullough who had said that on the morning of 
September 25th, the CBC broadcasts were experiencing trouble. Following a call to 
Gary Boyle and to the Big Bear Solar Observatory, it was established that an “M8” 
solar flare had been detected on September 22nd. Effects from solar flares can take 
between 48 and 72 hours to reach Earth. The 25th was also the same night of a superb 
auroral display.

Glenn LeDrew, the OG’s Comet Coordinator, began his presentation discussing 
star groups. Glenn revealed a chart of Cassiopeia showing the location of a beautiful 
red carbon star named “WZ Cassiopeia.” It is located 1.5 degrees from β Cassiopeia. 
Very close to this star (approximately 35 arcseconds) is a contrasting hot blue star. 
Small aperture telescopes will show the colours well. Glenn continued with a 
description of a star group that is worth observing at this time of the year. It is called 
the “Cassiopeia-Taurus OB Association.” These stars are associated by their common 
motion through space. The group is now very disperse, covering 100 to 1500 light 
years of distance but probably started out close to the Perseus OB3 Association. Glenn 
concluded with another slide showing the general motions of stars in our vicinity of 
the Milky Way. The last part of his talk included a number of astrophotographs and 
detailed descriptions of the northern-most part of the Milky Way.

Carmen Rush, the OG’s Historian, continued the lecture about the life of Galileo. 
At the age of 45 Galileo had decided to begin building telescopes which had by that 
time become very popular. Galileo was always trying to influence the nobility and 
would provide free telescopes to them. His work and writings were still being shunned 
by the Church but his connections to the affluent parts of society allowed him to 
continue his pursuits. King Henry of France asked Galileo to name a new star after 
him. Famous poets would write about him. The Duke of Tuscany offered him a salary 
of one thousand crowns per year. By this time his two daughters, now 15 and 16 years 
old, were sent to a convent and he began to study probabilities, the condensation of 
water, magnetism and microscopes. After an audience with the Pope in 1624 Galileo 
continued to write about his observations and opinions. This eventually led to his 
appearance in front of the Inquisition and his subsequent imprisonment in the Vatican 
in 1633. However, his cell was a luxury three-room apartment and he was provided 
with the best food and services. Carmen ended her presentation by telling us that the 
final chapter of her story on Galileo’s life would be presented at the next meeting.
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John Thompson, the OG Variable Star Coordinator, presented a slide show about 
visits to the annual convention at Stellafane. This event is attended by more than two 
thousand people from all parts of North America. The event was started as a telescope 
builders convention many years ago and has grown every year to its present size. 
John’s slides showed many innovations in telescope and accessory construction. 
Camping at the site has become very crowded but this situation will ease when an 
additional 40 acres of land recently acquired is set up. The slides included a 
photograph of a replica of Galileo’s first telescope.

Pat Browne, the OG’s Low-Technophile, had recently attended Star Fest, the 
largest Canadian astronomy event. It is held annually at a site north of Toronto and is 
hosted by the North York Astronomical Society. Prior to leaving for the event, Pat had 
run into trouble with the focusser on a telescope she wanted to trade at Star Fest. She 
had turned to Max Stuart for help and the problems were resolved (pardon the pun). 
In appreciation of the help provided by Max, Pat presented him with a hand-drawn 
sketch.

The OG’s Meteor Coordinator, Rolf M eier, provided an update on upcoming 
meteor events. October 8th will see the return of the Draconids — these meteors are 
the result of Comet Giacobini-Zimmer. There have been previous occasions when this 
shower has turned into a “storm.” During the 1933 and 1946 events, observers 
reported rates of over thousands of meteor per hour. Rolf also mentioned the upcoming 
Leonids in November and how it was possible that this shower could also become a 
storm as it has several times in the past.

The Ottawa Centre’s current President (at the time of the meeting), Alan 
Hildebrand, is moving to Calgary. Alan made his last presentation to the Centre by 
showing a series of slides of a field expedition to the Raton Basin on the border of 
Colorado and New Mexico. The site contains many areas of outcrop that distinctly 
show the K-T boundary (this is the fallout from the meteor strike 65 million years ago 
believed to have brought an end to the dinosaurs). It is usually difficult to demonstrate 
this extinction from normal fossil remains but this site (which contains the first T-Rex 
footprint found) shows evidence of dinosaur activity very close to and under the K-T 
boundary and no evidence of any dinosaur activity above the K-T boundary. Alan 
finished his talk by presenting Brian McCullough with a slab of material from this 
outcrop showing the K-T boundary. On behalf of all members, Brian thanked Alan for 
his active involvement in the Centre and wished him success in his new position in 
Calgary.

Peter W illiams, the 1998 Astronomy Day coordinator, provided a short report 
about the Star Party at Pinhey’s Point in Kanata that took place on August 14th.

Rick W agner reminded everyone that there were still openings for nominations 
for Vice-President, Secretary and general Council positions.
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Gary Boyle was this month’s last presenter and he showed a short video of the 
events at the recent Centre picnic held at the Meiers. Gary continued with a video 
showing footage of Jupiter, the crescent Moon, lightning strikes and scenes from the 
Pinhey’s Point Star Party. Gary closed the meeting and refreshments were served in 
the museum lobby courtesy of Anne and Art Fraser.

Next Observers Group Meeting
We look forward to seeing you at our next Observers Group meeting at 8:00 p.m. 

on Friday, January 8th, 1999, at the Museum of Science and Technology.

Happy Holidays and Clear Skies
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